
When it comes to GPS tracking, inward and outward 
facing cameras and infrared technology, in-vehicle 

monitoring systems (IVMS) are revolutionising journey 
management for the transport industry.

IVMS can encourage safe driving behaviour, help drivers 
comply with complex fatigue management laws and 
provide an effective monitoring and evaluation tool for 
transport operators. However, IVMS also present privacy, 
surveillance and compliance challenges. Some of these 
issues came to a head in a recent dispute between Toll and 
the Transport Workers Union in the Fair Work Commission. 

Toll and the TWU 
Toll sought to expand the use of its in-vehicle surveillance 
and infrared fatigue monitoring systems to its long 
distance and liquid tanker drivers. The proposed systems 
comprised inward and outward facing vehicle cameras 
that recorded footage of the driver and the road, as well 
as ‘Guardian’ technology, described as an ‘in cab, real 
time, fatigue alerting and distraction monitoring system’. 
The Guardian system relies on infrared technology to track 
driver eye behaviour with audio and seat vibration alarms 
that sound to alert a driver of fatigue events.

The TWU argued that having in-vehicle cameras was 
‘unreasonably intrusive’ and that the footage captured 
could ‘be used for a purpose other than to ensure safe 
driving’. Similarly, the TWU raised concerns that data 
captured by the infrared systems could be used for 
purposes unrelated to safety.

Toll asserted that the footage and data would be managed 
in accordance with Toll’s privacy policy, stored securely 
and only accessed by authorised employees. Toll’s 
relevant operating procedures stated that Toll would use 
the footage and data to monitor fatigue and distractions, 
investigate incidents and provide further training. The 
procedures also stated that Toll would use the footage as 
part of disciplinary action if unsafe behaviours or breaches 
of its policies or road transport laws were identified. 

The Fair Work Commission found that, pursuant to the 
enterprise agreement between Toll and its employees, 
Toll was entitled to expand the use of the IVMS. The IVMS 

constituted ‘reasonable steps to ensure that all work… is 
performed in accordance with a safe system of work’. 

Privacy and surveillance considerations
The adoption of in-vehicle monitoring of any sort raises a 
number of potential privacy and surveillance issues.

Depending on the type of monitoring, and the personal 
information collected as a result, operators may need to 
comply with relevant workplace surveillance legislation 
and general surveillance legislation. For example, in New 
South Wales and the ACT workplace surveillance laws 
require employers to provide notice to their employees 
before implementing any camera, tracking or data/
computer surveillance. 

Operators should also ensure that they have up-to-date 
privacy policies that deal with issues associated with data 
collected via IVMS. 

Compliance considerations
To satisfy the duties imposed by the Chain of 
Responsibility reforms that commence on 1 October 2018, 
operators must monitor and review any data collected 
by IVMS and make sure they take steps to deal with any 
detected contraventions of the Heavy Vehicle National 
Law or other road rules.

Tips for operators who have, or propose to install, IVMS:
1. Ensure your privacy policy deals with footage/data 

collected by IVMS. 
2. Consider and comply with applicable privacy laws, 

workplace surveillance laws and general surveillance laws. 
3. Provide training on the implementation and operation 

of IVMS to drivers, explain what information will be 
collected and how that information will be monitored 
and evaluated. 

4. Document your procedures for monitoring of IVMS data 
and the steps you will take if the data demonstrates that 
your driver has not complied with your policies or with 
road transport laws.

If you have any questions about the new CoR 
regime, you are welcome to contact Gillian Bristow 
(07 3231 2925) or Emily Ng (07 3231 2986). 
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